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In recent years, new classes of highly dynamic, complex systems are gaining momentum. These
classes include, but are not limited to IoT, smart cities, cyber-physical systems and sensor

networks. These systems are characterized by the need to express behaviors driven by external

and/or internal changes, i.e. they are reactive and context-aware. A desirable design feature of

these systems is the ability of adapting their behavior to environment changes. In this paper,
we propose an approach to support adaptive, reactive systems based on semantic runtime

representations of their context, enabling the selection of equivalent behaviors, i.e. behaviors

that have the same e®ect on the environment. The context representation and the related
knowledge are managed by an engine designed according to a reference architecture and

programmable through a declarative de¯nition of sensors and actuators. The knowledge base

of sensors and actuators (hosted by an RDF triplestore) is bound to the real world by

grounding semantic elements to physical devices via REST APIs. The proposed architecture
along with the de¯ned ontology tries to address the main problems of dynamically re-

con¯gurable systems by exploiting a declarative, queryable approach to enable runtime

recon¯guration with the help of (a) semantics to support discovery in heterogeneous envi-

ronment, (b) composition logic to de¯ne alternative behaviors for variation points, (c) bi-causal
connection life-cycle to avoid dangling links with the external environment. The proposal is

validated in a case study aimed at designing an edge node for smart buildings dedicated to

cultural heritage preservation.

Keywords: Context modeling; context-awareness; semantic modeling; semantic sensor networks;

ontologies; models@runtime; reactive systems; self-adaptive systems.



1. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT), smart cities and cyber-physical systems propose several

scenarios characterized by a high level of dynamism and heterogeneity. These

systems need to make reactive control decisions responding to changes in their

environment and in themselves. Systems that perform actions based on input

changes are commonly referred to as reactive. As stated in [1], reactive systems

\repeatedly prompted by the outside world and . . . continuously respond to external

inputs". We assume that reactive systems are able to continuously react to their

environment at a speed determined by the environment [2], which entails the ability

to express high levels of responsiveness but also maintainability and extensibility.

For their nature, these applications must be context-aware, where context is the

state that a system is able to access to or modify, possibly shared with other systems

and exposed to devices or applications other than the one the state is referred to [3].

In spite of the proliferation of frameworks and tools for programming IoT systems,

design and implementation of reactive, context-aware systems pose additional

challenges: (a) to infer high-level context properties from directly measurable ones to

properly handle context changes, (b) to ensure system resilience to better support

reactiveness, especially when the number of connected devices increases. Moreover,

as for IoT systems, it is very important to manage the heterogeneity of the physical

devices they consist of.

The following example illustrates a possible scenario that could bene¯t of the

adoption of novel paradigms and runtime supports for addressing the problems in-

troduced before. Let us suppose that in a museum a new temporary exhibition is

arranged. The museum is monitored by several anti-theft, infrared sensors previously

installed and managed by a dedicated software engine. In a room of this exhibition, a

multimedia content has to be played. The organizers of the exhibition express the

desire that the content starts playing when visitors enter the room, and stops when

the room is empty.

This behavior can be implemented by using an actuator that turns on the play-

back when a person is detected in a formerly empty room, and turns it o® then the

last person leaves the room. A sensor reporting observations pertaining

the presence of people in the room is used to trigger the multimedia actuator.

The museum administrators equip each room with thermal camera sensors to track

and count people moving in the room, and to update the managing software

engine. Moreover, they realize that presence can also be detected by combining the

anti-theft infrared sensors at the doors of the rooms, even if the related precision

is lower.

The engine should support administrators in easily modeling the environment and

the related detecting devices and should be able to recon¯gure the model for resil-

ience when, for example, a thermal camera sensor is no longer working, by replacing

it with another \equivalent" logical sensor. The logical sensor should perform the

same task (i.e. observe the presence in a room) by composing the observations



produced by other sensors, for example, the ones produced by a couple of anti-theft

infrared sensors at the sides of the room door.

To satisfy these requirements, we propose an ontology and an engine for

supporting semantics-driven programming of self-adaptive reactive systems, en-

abling on the °y declarations to satisfy evolving needs. The ontology is used to

describe systems and their environments, while the engine provides the runtime

support for the application logic that drives state changes. The ontology is based on

the Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology, a recent W3C recommendation [4]

that has been designed to describe systems composed of a densely interconnected

graph of sensors and actuators along with the observations and the actuations

they produce.

The semantic model is supported by a software architecture centered on a

knowledge base which is bound to real world entities by grounding (mainly via web

services) semantic elements to physical sensors and actuators. The behavior of

the system can be speci¯ed by using sensing or actuating procedures tied to

logical devices provided by the semantic model. These procedures can act upon the

knowledge base by generating new facts or by rede¯ning the structure of the model.

The overall architecture and the proposed ontology have been tested by imple-

menting a prototype based on Apache Jena, OWL, and SPARQL, for the knowledge

base, and RESTful services, for the interaction with the physical world, currently

virtualized through an emulator. We show that the proposed approach enhances

systems adaptability and maintainability. The system is able to discover alternative

con¯gurations when needed (e.g. in case of faults); moreover, its maintenance is

simpli¯ed by a declarative, query-based approach that allows developers to easily

discover and manage devices through SPARQL queries.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related

work from both research and standardization points of view. Section 3 sketches our

proposed architecture for context-aware reactive applications. Section 4 introduces

the SSN ontology, with the aim of identifying its limitations with reference to

modeling runnable sensors/actuators behaviors, and proposes an extension called

LSA. Section 5 explains the proposed approach and the ontology extension by

modeling and developing a system for smart buildings in eCulture domain. Section 6

shows the results of a performance evaluation that exhibits reasonable

response times for a wide class of reactive systems. Section 7 discusses the pros and

cons of the proposed approach. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper and highlights

future work.

2. Related Work

Reactive systems engage in stimulus-response behavior in order to produce desirable

e®ects in their environment [5]. They should meet the demands for responsiveness,

maintenance and extensibility [6], supporting the continuous changing of systems

designs. In particular, for a system to be responsive, we assume that its responses to



external stimuli must take place in negligible time with respect to the response delays

of its environment.

Data-°ow composition is a common paradigm adopted to program reactive sys-

tems. An example of this approach is Node-RED,a a framework that enables static

visual wiring of services, smart objects and custom nodes. However, this framework

does not support the de¯nition of resilient models able to adapt themselves in order

to satisfy desirable properties.

A more °exible approach based on a queryable model introduces signi¯cant

advantages in terms of resilience due to the ability of selecting alternative execution

paths after each micro-operation. This °exibility is paid in terms of higher response

times that in many application classes does not violate the responsiveness require-

ment. Moreover, if queryable models are enhanced with semantics, the recall of each

query improves, by providing additional alternatives to satisfy system properties.

Semantics helps also reducing the e®ort needed to maintain the system.

2.1. Models@runtime in IoT architectures

Various recent research works take the idea of using models as central artifacts

to cope with dynamic aspects of ever-changing software and its environment at

runtime. Szvetits et al. [7] comprehensively survey these kind of approaches for

adaptive context-aware systems, highlighting the common idea of establishing se-

mantic relationships between executed applications and runtime models based on

monitoring events. We restrict our analysis to models@runtime for IoT architectures.

ContQuest [8] is an approach to dynamically integrate devices into a context-

aware IoT environment. The proposed IoT architecture is not self-adaptive, since the

integration of new devices must be programmed through speci¯c resource drivers;

moreover only sensors can be programmed to respond to events, while actuators need

requests to act. A re°exive model is exploited to discover available resources.

DYNAMICO [9] introduces an infrastructure for self-adaptive systems with

context-awareness requirements. Monitoring strategies can be speci¯ed at runtime

through the COb (Control Objectives) model, determining the planning of the ad-

aptation to perform. However, the overall behavior is not purely reactive, i.e. it does

not only exploit sensed knowledge available in memory but it also generates strat-

egies proactively.

In [10], the authors use a graph model for de¯ning a smart home context and

capabilities. They apply the MAPE-K feedback loop for increasing work°ow resil-

ience according to various context factors, e.g. battery levels, local engine state and

sub-processes states. The resilience is ensured by de¯ning compensations actions for

the required goals. Compensations refer to faulty executions that require new

plannings. The approach does not work on open component systems, but only on

business processes executable by a work°ow engine.

ahttps://nodered.org/docs/.



The works discussed above do not provide access to the maintenance of IoT

systems behaviors at model level. ContQuest [8] exploits models@runtime only for

discovering, while Dynamico [9, 10] for discovering and monitoring. In ContQuest

[8], system behavior changes require programming of resource drivers, while Dyna-

mico [9, 10] assume highly available resources. Related e®orts based on semantics

and models@runtime for MAPE-K architectures can be found in [11–14].

In this paper, we propose an approach to context-based self-composition,

self-healing and meta-adaptation according to behaviors de¯ned at model level of

open component systems. Some recent work proposes approaches for context-aware

systems based on runtime models able of supporting behavior de¯nition. Angelo-

poulos et al. in [15] propose a methodology based on three variability models: goal

models (to represent system requirements), behavioral models (by modeling possible

sequences for goal ful¯llment and task execution), and system architecture models

(de¯ned in terms of connectors and components). The behavior of the system is

represented through °ow expressions [16] describing the °ow of system behaviors in

terms of extended regular expressions able to de¯ne sequential, alternative or op-

tional °ows, and their cardinality. Behaviors are connected to system goals,

and Behavioral Control Parameters (BCP) de¯ne multiple alternative behaviors for

ful¯lling a goal (i.e. the possible values are all the allowed sequences).

Another notable approach is RELAX [17], a declarative requirements language

for self-adaptive systems supporting the explicit expression of uncertainty in

requirements. The main challenge faced by this work is the di±culty to anticipate all

the explicit states in which an adaptive system will be during its lifetime.

2.2. Semantic models

Most of the papers introduced before recognize the need for a runtime model of both

system and context, enriched with a variability model for supporting adaptations.

These two kinds of models should be semantically related since a change in the

context model should be associated to variability alternatives to introduce into the

current con¯guration of the system. According to these requirements, several e®orts

have tried to propose semantics to easily model and handle dynamic context-aware

applications.

The sensing level is considered in [18, 19] as level 0 of a possible semantic stack

and contributes to create the context-awareness of an application or a computing

system. At this level, context parameters are the ones directly measurable by sensors.

They could regard: the physical environment, such as air temperature, humidity or

pressure; the human body, such as blood pressure, heart frequency or body tem-

perature; an entity, such as location, acceleration, direction; the execution envi-

ronment of a computer system, such as number of available CPUs, available memory

or disk space. Atop sensing, context models are de¯ned by enriching the limited

semantics of the measured physical parameters with additional knowledge that

models the world [20] or the speci¯c situations that in°uence an application or a



computing system. Therefore, context modeling requires speci¯c languages that

software engineers could use to improve the °exibility of software systems with the

ability of adapting themselves to external changes.

Several papers have tried to propose approaches and technologies to easily model

and handle dynamic context-aware applications especially for ubiquitous and per-

vasive computing. One of the ¯rst ontology-based approaches is SOUPA [21]. It is

expressed in OWL and includes modular component vocabularies to represent in-

telligent agents, time, space, events, user pro¯les, actions, and policies for security

and privacy. However, it does not focus on sensors/actuators and reactive systems

but on smart meeting places. In [19], the authors discuss the requirements that

context modeling and reasoning should meet, including the modeling of a variety of

context information types and their relationships, of high-level context abstractions

describing real world situations, and of uncertainty of context information, without

de¯ning an ontology.

Paper [22] surveys context awareness from an IoT perspective. IoT researchers

are taking into consideration Web technologies (WoTs) to support context-driven

system engineering. The goal of the WoT is to extend Web services to devices,

allowing a Web client to access devices properties, to request the execution of

actions or to subscribe to events representing state changes [23]. The related on-

tology describes how to model sensors and actuators with the main objective

of easing the binding with devices reachable through web protocols (REST,

CoAP, etc.).

A di®erent objective is pursued by the SSN ontology [4], an Open Geospatial

Consortium (OGC)/World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standard. It is mainly

focused on the Sensor, Observation, Sample, Actuator (SOSA) pattern [24] to model

reactive systems. It aims at supporting the de¯nition of simple reactive behaviors

that link observations, coming from modeled sensors, with the related reactions,

performed by actuators. In order to link observations to physical or virtual proper-

ties, the SOSA pattern is extended with some system-oriented features. However,

SSN does not directly support complex processing inside the knowledge base than

asserting facts due to external sensing activities.

The Semantic Smart Sensor Network (S3N) ontology [25] is an e®ort that tries to

specialize SSN for supporting the modeling of smart sensors. To this end, a new

class, s3n:SmartSensor, has been introduced as a specialization of ssn:System.

A smart sensor is composed of embedded sensors, microcontrollers and communi-

cating systems. The behavior is expressed by the execution of an algorithm (selected

among the existing ones on context basis) by the microcontroller, which can be

thought as a specialization of the ssn:Actuator, being able to select algorithms

from the current context and to change the state of the whole smart sensor.

Therefore, the main purpose of S3N is to support smart sensors modeling and not to

close the logical gap between sensors and actuators for fully programming reactive

systems.



3. An Architecture for Semantic Context-Aware Reactive Systems

Based on recent W3C standards, we propose an architecture and a modeling ap-

proach for de¯ning context-aware reactive systems as graph-based resilient compo-

sitions of semantically equivalent logical devices.

3.1. Architecture

The main component of the architecture is the Semantic Engine (see Fig. 1). It

extends a knowledge base with the machinery needed to interact with sensors and

actuators and execute their software procedures. The knowledge base contains a

model of the physical world it interacts with, which is enriched and modi¯ed with the

data coming from the sensors, assuring consistency with the physical elements it

represents. This alignment is usually referred to as causal connection. When a

modi¯cation of the model causes the enactment of an actuator to materialize this

modi¯cation in the physical world we say that the model is bi-causally connected [26],

a feature that is supported by our architecture.

To exemplify these concepts just think about a simple reactive system immersed

in an environment composed by a room with a light bulb, a bulb actuator and a light

sensor. All these elements are represented in a virtualized form within the system. In

a causally connected system, the change of the state of the real-world light bulb

(turned on/turned o®) is re°ected in the model element that represents the bulb

within the system. In a bi-causally connected system, the modi¯cation of the state of

a model element is re°ected as a change of state of its real-world counterpart. Thus, if

we set the state of the model element representing the light bulb to o® while the real-

world light bulb is turned on, this triggers an actuator to turn o® the bulb.

The key ingredients to actualize a system of this type are: one or more models that

describe real-world conceptual classes, a binding mechanism that maps sensor

observations to knowledge base updates, logical causal connections that propagate

updates throughout the knowledge base, and a binding mechanism that maps

updates to actuators activation for preserving the model alignment with real-world

situations. It is worth noting that causal connections need some kind of

Fig. 1. Architecture outline.



computational support. According to the organization above, our architecture

presents the following:

(i) a semantic model built using the ontology presented in Sec. 4.2, hosted by a

knowledge base platform (i.e. a triplestore in our case);

(ii) a linking mechanism to report sensor readings to the system, implemented using

web services exposed by the system, which is responsible for converting readings

into appropriate system modi¯cations (i.e. new statements to insert into the

knowledge base);

(iii) a programmed logic that changes the semantic model generating new facts (i.e.

observations and actuations statements) triggered by observations;

(iv) an actuation mechanism exploiting Web services exposed by the system

actuators, in a way that is consistent with the WoT approach.

Causal connections are supported by rules that correlate real-world changes ob-

served by sensors with knowledge base updates. We consistently represent these rules

in the knowledge base itself: the activation part is modeled as software procedures

associated to semantic sensors and actuators, whereas the triggering logic is imple-

mented by monitoring changes to the properties that are declared as inputs for these

semantic sensors and actuators.

The engine connects to the physical world by exposing a service API used to

receive observations from external sensors (see Fig. 1 on the left side) that can be real

or simulated ones, and by invoking web service endpoints for activating external

actuators (see Fig. 1 on the right side).

Whenever an external sensor noti¯es an observation invoking the engine's API

(represented by the black circle with a \1" inside in Fig. 1), that observation is trans-

formed ina semantic format andadded to the knowledgebase (Fig. 2). If a logical sensor/

actuator is interested in that observation (which means that it is modeled in such a way

that its software procedure uses as one of its inputs the property reported by the ob-

servation), then its related softwareprocedure is executed (Fig. 3) by running the actions

(Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)) that de¯ne the speci¯c Actionable Behavior, producing new facts

(observations or actuations, Fig. 4).The actionable behavior can be composedof various

Action elements, such as SPARQL queries, Java code and external services (depicted in

orange) to increment the capabilities of the logical sensors and actuators (LSA).The two

actions depicted in the ¯gure are just a possible example. If newactuations are produced,

they trigger external actuators through REST API invocations.

3.2. Prototype

We realized a working prototype,b that we call semantic engine, on the basis of

the architecture presented above. The triplestore hosting the knowledge base is

bThe prototype is available at https://github.com/cars-team/semanticengine.



Fig. 4. State transitions of two sensors (s1 and s2) during the reactive recon¯guration.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Core classes of the LSA ontology. Classes belonging to di®erent ontologies are
identi¯ed by di®erent background colors: yellow for LSA, gray for SSN and green for SOSA (i.e. the SSN

core module).



Apache Jena.c The external contact points of the engine are a REST API that is

mainly used to submit observations and a SPARQL endpoint implemented using

Apache Jena Fuseki. We assume that all sensors connect via the REST API so, if

they cannot directly do that, wrappers (or polling components) have to be provided.

We successfully used Freedomoticd as a gateway and emulator for a large number of

existing IoT devices supporting various network protocols. To implement context

detection, we augmented Jena with a transaction monitor that intercepts all write

transactions performed on the triplestore.

The activation mechanism works as follows: whenever a new observation (or

actuation) related to an observable property, declared as an input for a procedure

associated with a logical sensor (or logical actuator), appears in the knowledge base,

this ¯res the execution of the related logical element. This execution can be carried

out by di®erent executors. Current implemented executors are: (1) local Java code

(a) JAR ¯le containing the code to be executed can be posted via the REST API); (2)

SPARQL queries (this includes SPARQL update queries so creation/modi¯cation of

elements is possible); (3) invocation of external REST API (that can access the

knowledge base via the SPARQL endpoint whose URL can be passed to the REST

API). At the present time only REST services encoding messages with JSON are

supported.

4. Semantic Modeling of Context and Behavior

In this section, we illustrate the SSN ontology and describe our extension of SSN to

support modeling and execution of reactive systems.

4.1. Semantic sensor network ontology

The SSN ontology was speci¯cally designed for supporting interoperability between

WoT entities taking into account performance and composition requirements. Web

developers, in fact, have their concerns about semantic approaches that do not assure

near real-time data processing. For this reason, its core module is constituted by the

lightweight SOSA ontology that de¯nes the main concepts and properties of WoT

systems through schema.org annotations.

The SSN main perspective is the system one. \System" is indeed the main on-

tological concept of the SSN ontology: it is a unit of abstraction for pieces of infra-

structure that implement procedures for performing observations on the state of the

world, or actuations to make a change to the state of the world. Systems can be

decomposed into their constituent subsystems and deployed on speci¯c platforms

(as vehicles, aircrafts, etc.) for particular purposes. Sensors are triggered by stimuli

that originate observations, i.e. events that assign results to observable properties.

chttps://jena.apache.org/.
dhttps://www.freedomotic-iot.com.



Stimuli can be proxies for observations of properties (i.e. observable qualities, e.g. the

temperature) related to features of interest (e.g. a room). For example, infrared

sensors respond to thermal stimuli detected from the environment. The thermal

stimulus is a proxy for a live presence in the sensor zone, which represents the

observable property related to a feature of interest, for example a room. Actuators

determine changes to the state of the world through the execution of procedures

triggered by the observations of properties.

SSN only allows to describe the information that is provided to a procedure for its

use (ssn:Input), and the information that is reported by a procedure (ssn:Output),

but it does not provide a mechanism to support the execution of such procedures. In

order to implement self-adaptive reactive systems (which is the topic of this paper), it

is necessary to provide a mechanism to describe the logic governing these procedures,

that is how procedure inputs (e.g. observations by sensors) are combined to produce

procedure outputs (e.g. a change in the state of a system element performed by an

actuator). In other words, SSN does not provide a way to de¯ne machine actionable

system behaviors.

To overcome this limitation, we extended the SSN concept of procedure by

introducing the concept of software procedure, which we mainly exploit with LSA,

as described in Sec. 4.2.

4.2. Logical sensors and actuators ontology

Figure 2 shows a Gra®oo [27] diagram of the core elements of the LSA ontology,e our

extension of the SSN ontology that allows describing LSA by specifying their

interactions, behaviors, and state evolution.

The LSA ontology introduces two main concepts: (software) logical sensors and

logical actuators. A logical sensor is a sensor that generates observations by exe-

cuting a software procedure that uses as inputs the observations produced by other

(one or more) sensors. A logical actuator is an actuator that generates actuations by

executing a software procedure that uses as inputs actuations or observations pro-

duced by (one or more) other actuators or sensors. LSA live only in the virtual space

(e.g. a knowledge base), and may be connected to the external world through SSN

simple sensors and actuators, as shown in Sec. 5.

LSA are modeled through the lsa:LogicalSensor and lsa:LogicalActuator

classes, which are subclasses of sosa:Sensor and sosa:Actuator, respectively. The

behaviors associated to logical sensors/actuators are represented by the lsa:

SoftwareProcedure class, and the property ssn:implementedBy is used to connect

software procedures to sensors/actuators and consequently to the logical ones.

A sosa:Procedure is de¯ned in SSN as \a work°ow, protocol, plan, algorithm, or

computational method specifying how sensors make observations, or actuators make

eThe Logical Sensor and Actuator ontology is available at https://sites.google.com/site/

logicalsensorsactuators.



changes to the state of the world". A lsa:SoftwareProcedure is a speci¯c kind of

sosa:Procedure with an actionable behavior (i.e. a behavior that can be oper-

ationalized ��� i.e. executed ��� by a software agent executed by the semantic engine

or by external engines). Software Procedures are mainly implemented by LSA, that

produce new observations or actuations as result of the software procedure execu-

tion. The behavior associated to a software procedures can be implemented, for

instance, by executable code, which is connected to the procedure by the lsa:

hasBehavior property.

It is important to note that the LSA ontology does not impose constraints on how

such behaviors should be represented. For example, they can be modeled as OWL-S

[28] processes, BPMN processes described using the BPMN Ontology [29], etc. The

LSA ontology di®erentiates procedures as follows:

. Procedures speci¯cations: The algorithm, work°ow, protocol, etc. used by a

sensor (actuator) to perform observations (actuations), along with a declaration of

its inputs and outputs. e.g. the algorithm used by a logical sensor that measures

the perceived humidity in a room (output) by aggregating a temperature obser-

vation and a humidity observation (input);

. Procedures executions: The description of a speci¯c execution of a procedure

made by a sensor (actuator), which is carried out using a speci¯c set of input values

to produce a speci¯c output. e.g. the perceived temperature X (output) of a room

computed by using temperature Y and humidity Z as inputs.

In our pattern (which we aim at aligning with the ontology proposed in [30]), a

procedure execution is modeled with the lsa:SoftwareProcedureExecution class.

It is related (via the lsa:usedProcedure property) to a procedure speci¯cation

(represented by the lsa:SoftwareProcedure class) and is performed (lsa:madeBy

property) by a lsa:SoftwareProcedureExecutor. The executor is a software agent

able to execute (lsa:executes) the lsa:SoftwareProcedure. The speci¯cations of

the procedure (i.e. the algorithm, work°ow, protocol, etc. to be used) are represented

by the lsa:ActionableBehavior class, connected to the procedure by the lsa:

hasBehavior property. The behavior consists of a sequence of tasks (lsa:Action-

able) organized in a lsa:ControlStructure, as described in detail in the following

of this section.

Another key point of the LSA ontology is that it allows to represent systems

continuously through their behaviors, interactions and states, enabling reactive

control and coordination features. Data °ows can be speci¯ed through the ssn:

hasInput and ssn:hasOutput properties, enabling continuous systems redesign.

The model supports data °ows by allowing software procedures execution as a re-

action to facts asserted in the knowledge base. In this way, the LSA ontology pro-

vides a mechanism for creating dynamic chains of procedures referred to di®erent

kinds of devices (sensors, actuators, logical sensors, logical actuators). According to

this model, a serie of procedures can be executed progressively with a runtime



semantics-based planning. For instance, a logical sensor LS1 may be activated by

two new observations, which are produced by physical sensors, and are used as

inputs for LS1's software procedure. This procedure is executed by the engine, and

uses these observations to produce a new observation as output. The new observa-

tion may be in turn one of the inputs of another software procedure de¯ned for logical

actuator LA1. The engine will then executed LA1's software procedure, and possibly

produce an actuation as output.

Software procedures allow to specify the behaviors of LSA. Such behaviors can be

represented from both a structural and an operational perspective. The lsa:has-

ControlSpecification property allows to associate the control °ow of the behav-

ior, while the lsa:hasActionSpecification allows to de¯ne the tasks that have to

be executed in order to implement the behavior of logical elements.

According to SSN, each single element (e.g. a sensor or an actuator) of the whole

system is itself a system (ssn:System). Since each reactive system should be handled

according to its state, in the LSA ontology we introduce the concept of lsa:State to

represent an observable/actuable condition of a system, in a limited contiguous

extent in time. The lsa:hasState property allows to associate states to systems,

while the lsa:consistsOf property allows to associate the constituent states. State

values are the result of actuations (see Fig. 3).

As shown in Fig. 2, lsa:State is specialized in two main subclasses: lsa:

WorkingState and lsa:BindingState. The former is related to the working con-

dition of a system (e.g. it is normally or faulty working); the latter refers to whether

physical systems and their representations in the knowledge base are (directly or

indirectly) bi-causally connected [26]. In particular, lsa:WorkingState can be

specialized in lsa:normalState and lsa:faultyState whereas lsa:BindingState

can be lsa:inactive, lsa:attached or lsa:detached. In fact, depending on the

working state, the virtual representation of a system (sensor or actuator) in the KB

can be detached from the external (e.g. physical) counterpart to avoid storing altered

observations in the knowledge base. On the other hand, a system is attached when it

is directly or indirectly bi-causally connected with a physical device and inactive if

only its passive representation is used.

4.3. Enabling resilience

The LSA model supports speci¯cation of dynamic architectures for a single coherent

system, structured as a set of subsystems characterized by objective functions de-

scribed through ssn:Property, and by behavioral aspects de¯ned through lsa:

Behavior. This runtime model can be exploited for managing the system evolution,

and the lsa:Behavior is used for implementing the system adaptive logic.

A software architect can use it for de¯ning logical elements (i.e. sensors or

actuators) able to ensure resilience. These elements live in a virtual space (i.e. the

knowledge base) and govern other system elements by inserting state transitions

(e.g. detaching from the system a faulty sensor, and attaching to the system an



equivalent sensor) according to the dynamic evolution of the system state. This way,

faulty sensors (or actuators) can be substituted by other sensors (or actuators) that

are in normal working conditions that are able to observe (or act on) the same

properties.

The element that performs this activity is a logical actuator. It implements a self-

healing strategy for coordinating the entry and exit of equivalent system elements,

based on the observation of their states and capabilities. In particular, the execution

of its procedure performs actuations that produce state transitions able to

resolve faults. Figure 4 shows the attaching actuation of sensor s2 and the detaching

actuation of sensor s1 at t ¼ tactuation1 , as an example of run-time substitution for

resilience.

5. Modeling a System

To clarify the overall approach, the ontology and how the engine works, in this

section, we model and implement the example (derived from a larger system for

Cultural Heritage preservation [31]) discussed in the introduction of this paper.

The proposed approach is model-driven. The ¯rst artifact to produce is the

model of the system. In our context this means using SSN/LSA entities and

relationships to de¯ne a graph of the system, which can be initially designed by

using a graphical tool and then transformed in RDF. To resolve the heterogeneity

of the actionable types, developers should de¯ne and share the relative types

vocabularies.

During the modeling phase, developers describe the system in terms of properties,

sensors, actuators and identify the software procedures and the related actionable

items that allow to de¯ne devices' behaviors, states and executors.

For each actionable item, the developer must provide speci¯c artifacts that

depend on the type of the actionable item: SPARQL operations, Java code, REST

interactions, and so on.

The overall system model (composed of the main RDF graph and actionable items

artifacts) is then deployed and loaded in the knowledge base. Possible changes to

the initial model can be introduced into the system by issuing speci¯c queries at

any time.

According to the presented methodology, the initial phase is the one related to the

modeling of the system and its environment. Therefore, after a brief description of a

dynamic scenario in the context example, in the following, a detailed model is

reported and discussed.

5.1. Multimedia playback scenario and graphical modeling

In this section, we discuss how a system composed of physical and logical sensors/

actuators can be modeled with the LSA ontology. Following the example



presented in the introduction, we focus on the de¯nition of a model for the

following scenario:

(1) a tourist crosses the door of the museum, and the two physical infrared sensors

on the door sides produce two observations about the presence of a person in

their detection areas;

(2) a logical sensor aggregating such observations produces another observation

updating the number of persons present in the rooms;

(3) if the tourist enters an empty room, an actuator starts to play a multimedia °ow

on the room monitor; if the tourist is the last person that leaves a room before the

end of the playback, an actuator will stop the multimedia °ow. In both cases,

the information about the new actuation is inserted into the triplestore.

In order to cover the main features introduced by the LSA ontology, we focus on

modeling a logical sensor (functionally equivalent to the physical thermal camera

sensor used for observing people presence in a room) and a logical actuator.

A graphical notation named Gra®oo [27] is used in this section to help the reader.

A complete example with code excerpts of the model is discussed in the next sub-

section, which covers both physical and logical elements.

1. Observations made by physical sensors: Figure 5 shows the RDF state-

ments that are added to the triplestore by the semantic engine when a person crosses

a door. Whenever this occurs, the infrared sensors placed on the two sides of the door

detects the presence of a person and invokes the engine REST API in sequence

(providing their ids and the instants of time when the observations occurred as

request parameters).

Fig. 5. (Color online) Observations made by two infrared sensors. Classes belonging to di®erent ontologies
are identi¯ed by di®erent background colors: yellow for LSA, gray for SSN and green for SOSA (i.e. the

SSN core module).



Twoobservations (i.e. gmus:observation/ir1/1 and gmus:observation/ir2/1)

made by sensors gmus:ir1 and gmus:ir2 are produced, which relate to the same

feature of interest (i.e. gmus:door1). Each observation concerns a distinct observable

property (i.e. the presence in the detection area of each sensor: gmus:presence/

room1/ir1/zoneDoorInside and gmus:presence/room2/ir2/zoneDoorOutside),

and keeps track of the time in which the observations were performed.

In these examples, we make use of punning,f an OWL metamodeling capability

that allows to treat model elements as classes and individual at the same time.

Elements with this double nature are represented as light blue squares in the dia-

gram. This has been used in Fig. 5, for instance, to model the concept of infrared

sensor (gmus:IRSensor), which is at the same time a class (i.e. a speci¯c subclass of

sensors representing infrared sensors) and an individual (since it is connected with

gmus:ThermalStimulus by the ssn:detects property). In the same way, gmus:

PresenceInSensorZoneProperty is a type of observable property (i.e. subclass of

sosa:ObservableProperty) and an individual (connected to gmus:Thermal-

Stimulus by the ssn:isProxyFor property). This approach is also useful to model

logical sensors behaviors, as described in the rest of this section.

2. Observations made by logical sensors: whenever a modi¯cation occurs in

the triplestore (e.g. the insertion of a new observation), the semantic engine checks if

one or more procedures specifying the behaviors of logical components (i.e. LSA) should

be executed. To do so, the engine checks if the properties related to the new observations

(e.g. gmus:presence/room1/ir1/zoneDoorInside and gmus:presence/room2/ir2/

zoneDoorOutside in the previous example) are speci¯ed as inputs of one or more

software procedures. Since these properties (see Fig. 6) are inputs of the gmus:

entrance/door1/room1 procedure (as speci¯ed by ssn:hasInput), the semantic

engine identi¯es the procedure, which is tied to the logical sensor gmus:ls1, a speci¯c

instance of gmus:infraredPresenceSensor (the class representing logical presence

sensors) hosted by the triplestore (gmus:triplestore), and executes it by observing

the presence of people in the speci¯c room (gmus:people/room1).

A mechanism is adopted by the semantic engine to retrieve behavioral informa-

tion (e.g. a sequence of activities to perform) pertaining logical sensors. Since be-

havioral information is shared by all logical sensors of a type, the engine identi¯es

the related software procedure (gmus:DoorRoomEntrance in our case) and retrieves

the behavioral speci¯cation (gmus:doorRoomEntrance/behavior) by navigating the

lsa:hasBehavior property.

Such behavioral speci¯cation in this case is composed of two actions, i.e. two

SPARQL CONSTRUCT/INSERT queries checking the entrance/exit in/from the

room, respectively. Each of these queries retrieve the new observations made by the

two infrared sensors, and if they have been performed in a short time interval ��� e.g.

one second ��� produce:

fSee https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-new-features/#F12: Punning.



(1) a new software procedure execution (gmus:entrance/door1/room1/exe/5),

connected to the software procedure (gmus:entrance/door1/room1/) by the

lsa:usedProcedure property, and to the observations used as input (those

made by the two infrared sensors and those pertaining the number of persons in

the rooms connected by the doorg) and the software procedure executor (gmus:

sparqlQueryEngine) by the ssn:hasInput and lsa:madeBy property, re-

spectively;

(2) two observations as output of the procedure execution represented using the

ssn:hasOutput property. For instance, the number of people in the ¯rst room

has been updated from zero (in gmus:observation/ls1/1) to one (in gmus:

observation/ls1/2) since a person entered the room.

3. Actuations made by logical actuators: the newly added statements (i.e.

those about the observations produced by the logical sensor gmus:ls1 and the rel-

ative procedure executions) trigger another control performed by the semantic en-

gine to check logical sensors/actuators interested to those observations. In our

example, the logical actuators controlling the video playback on the monitor in the

gBecause of space limitations in the diagram, we depicted only the observations about a room (i.e. we

omitted the observations about the number of people in gmus:room2).

Fig. 6. (Color online) Observations made by the logical presence sensor. Square brackets are used to
specify property cardinality restrictions. Classes belonging to di®erent ontologies are identi¯ed by di®erent

background colors: yellow for LSA, gray for SSN and green for SOSA (i.e. the SSN core module).



room is activated, and the related software procedures is retrieved and executed,

triggering the ¯nal actuation (REST invocation) of the physical device that starts

the video playback on the monitor.

This example shows a way to dynamically recon¯gure the system in an unplanned

way with the creation of new logical sensors, that is by only changing the content of

the knowledge base where the de¯nitions of the logical sensors are stored.

Resilience can easily be addressed in a system of this kind by implementing a mon-

itoring infrastructure producing reports about the state of physical elements. An health

monitor for physical sensors can be implemented as a sensor producing observations

describing the working state of these sensors. These observations can trigger a logical

actuator playing the role of Recon¯gurator. The Recon¯gurator can query the knowl-

edge base, looking for alternative inactive sensors (physical or logical ones) producing

the same kind of observations produced by the failing one. In our example when the

health monitor produces an observation reporting that a thermal camera sensor is

failing, the Recon¯gurator detaches the thermal camera sensors and queries the

knowledge base, looking for alternative sensors reporting the number of people in the

same room where the failing sensors is deployed. This query will return the IR-based

logical sensors that the Recon¯gurator can activate, enabling a basic resilient behavior.

5.2. Multimedia playback RDF modeling

In this section, we extend the example of the previous subsection presenting both a

physical presence sensor and a logical (and equivalent) one by using RDF. First of all,

we model a museum room where multimedia content has to be played. The following

Turtle [32] codeh is an excerpt of the model describing the room and the thermal

camera sensor that is used for tracking people and indirectly counting the number of

persons that are in the room.

hA list of the pre¯xes used in the following examples can be found at https://sites.google.com/site/

logicalsensorsactuators/.

Listing 1. A room equipped with a thermal camera sensor tracking and counting people in a room.



When the physical thermal camera sensor detects a person in the room, it reports

its observation to the engine through the dedicated REST API, producing a new

observation that is added to the system model in the knowledge base. The following

excerpt is an example of observation generated by the thermal camera sensor

reporting that the number of people in the room is ¯ve.

We can use the following SPARQL query to get the actual number of people in

the room:

By running the query, we get as result that there are ¯ve persons in the room, as

we expected.

The museum is also monitored by several anti-theft, infrared sensors previously

installed at the doors of the rooms and managed by dedicated software. The museum

administrators realize that presence can also be detected by combining these infrared

sensors, albeit with lower accuracy.

Listing 2. An example of observation created by the thermal camera sensor.

Listing 3. The SPARQL query to get the actual number of people in the room.

Listing 4. The result of the SPARQL query in Listing 3 reporting that the current number of people in the

room is ¯ve.



The following code is an excerpt of the model describing the door of the room

and the two infrared sensors that observe user presence at the two door sides. The

sensors gmus:ir1 and gmus:ir2 are hosted by the room door (gmus:door1). User

presence in the detection area of the sensors is modeled as observable properties

(sosa:ObservableProperty). These properties are observed (sosa:observes)

by the sensors. The door is modeled both as a sosa:FeatureOfInterest (since

properties pertaining it ��� i.e. the user presence near its side ��� are observed by

sensors) and a sosa:Platform (since it hosts other entities ��� i.e. the infrared

sensors).

When a person crosses the room door, each of the infrared sensors produces

observations reporting the user presence near the door sides. The following code is an

example of two observations produced by the infrared sensors. The instant of time

when the observations were completed is reported using the sosa:resultTime

property. The interval between the ¯rst observation and the next in the example is

less than one second (0.742 s).

Listing 5. An excerpt of the model de¯ning a door in the room equipped with two infrared sensors
observing people presence near the door sides.



When the physical presence sensor fails, it can be replaced by an \equivalent"

logical sensor. The following code is an excerpt of the model describing the logical

presence sensor. This sensor is associated to a software procedure that combines the

two infrared sensors to update the number of people in the room. The procedure is in

turn related to an actionable behavior specifying the action to perform.

The following SPARQL query is the action for the logical sensor and it is executed

by the engine. It is triggered when observations pertaining the inputs of the related

procedures are added to the knowledge base (e.g. when an infrared sensor detects the

presence of a user). The query is responsible of updating the actual number of people

Listing 7. An excerpt of the model with the de¯nition of the logical presence sensor that combines the two
infrared sensors, and the related software procedure.

Listing 6. Two observations produced by the infrared sensors.



in the room, and is contained in the model with other details (e.g. the agent

responsible of executing it) we omit for space limitations.

Listing 8. The SPARQL query used by the logical sensor to combine the last observations generated by
the two infrared sensors. If a person crosses the door, then a new observation updating the number of people

in the room is created.



In the outer WHERE, the query collects the timestamps of the last two obser-

vations generated by the infrared sensors and the actual number of people in the

room (see the three nested SELECT queries). The logical sensor works as follows: if

the two observations about people presence at the door sides (i.e. inside and outside

the room) occur in a short timespan (i.e. in 1.5 s), then they can be interpreted as

people entering/exiting the room; otherwise they are ignored. This is implemented

by the ¯rst FILTER clause. A new variable (?newResult) is introduced to compute

the updated number of people in the room by increasing the counter if the obser-

vation on the outside precedes the one on the inside, and decreasing it otherwise.

Another variable (?newObservation) is used to generate the URI of the new ob-

servation, obtained by concatenating a ¯xed pre¯x and a timestamp. If the result set

generated by the outer WHERE clause is not empty (i.e. a people movement through

the door has been identi¯ed), a new observation is created by the CONSTRUCT

clause. The observation contains information about the updated number of people in

the room (see sosa:hasSimpleResult), a timestamp (see sosa:resultTime), the

sensor that performed the observation (see sosa:madeBySensor) and the property

the observation refers to (see sosa:observedProperty).

As described above, the query is executed when new observations by the infrared

sensors are added into the knowledge base. For instance, if a person crosses the door

and the two infrared sensors generate the two observations reported in Listing 6, the

engine activates the logical sensor by executing the SPARQL query, that produces

the following result.

Since the observation about people movement outside the room precedes the

observation about the inside, a person entering the room is identi¯ed, and an ob-

servation incrementing the number of people in the room (from 5 to 6) is generated

and added into the knowledge base. If we run again the query in Listing 3, we get as

result that there are six persons in the room.

Listing 9. The new observation created by the logical sensor.

Listing 10. The result of the SPARQL query in Listing 3 reporting that the current number of people in

the room is six.



The last observation about the current number of people in the room created by

the logical sensor will in turn trigger the logical actuator that controls the multi-

media playback. In this case, no action is performed (since the playback was already

active).

5.3. Modeling logical sensors for resilience

The infrared sensors are combined in a logical sensor (gmus:ls1) that observes the

presence in the room (gmus:people/room1) like the thermal camera sensor. It is

composed of two subsystems (i.e. the two infrared sensors). The software procedure

related to the logical sensor (ssn:implementedBy) is gmus:entrance/door1/room1.

gmus:doorRoomEntrance/behavior is the behavior of the sensor (i.e. a detailed

description of the actions to perform to execute the procedure), and is related to it via

the lsa:hasBehavior property.

The sensors modeled above can also be used to implement a resilience mechanism:

e.g. when the thermal camera sensor fails it can be replaced by the logical sensor built

atop the anti-theft ones. The task of monitoring the state of the thermal camera

sensor, and replacing it with the logical sensor combining infrared sensors (by

changing their binding state, detaching the faulty one and attaching the equivalent

logical one) is performed by a logical actuator that acts as a recon¯gurator. Due to

space limitation we do not describe here the details of the recon¯guration mecha-

nism. The interested reader can ¯nd more information in [33, 34].

6. Performance Evaluation

This section describes a set of experiments we performed in order to evaluate the

ability of the prototype implementation to handle di®erent levels of workloads. It

should be noticed that the RDF triplestore (Apache Jena) and its SPARQL pro-

cessor (ARQ) are designed as reference implementations for most major RDF-related

standards: they focus on features rather than speed. No indexing is used to speed up

the retrieval of triples and the concurrency management operates at a full database

level. This is re°ected in our prototype that, while fully functional, has not been

designed for high performance. However, even in its current implementation, the

prototype can be adopted in several real-world scenarios.

In our experiments, we ran an instance of the semantic engine in a workstation

with an i5-8400 hexa-core CPU and 16GB of RAM. Clients simulating the workload

interact with the semantic engine using its REST API to report (synthetic) obser-

vations in the form of HTTP POST requests. These requests are parsed and trans-

formed into RDF triples representing the observations and are added to the

knowledge base. Depending on the observed properties of these observations and on

the presence of logical elements (sensors and/or actuators) represented in the

knowledge base, the appearance of the observations, triples can trigger the activation

of these logical elements and the execution of the related behaviors.



The load tests have been performed using Locusti with a swarm of containerized

clients spread across three physical machines. Simulated clients send a request each

10 s; the load is varied by changing the overall number of clients. To better respect a

typical IoT scenario where the rate of the requests does not depend on the response

time of the system, our experiments have been realized by imposing a constant rate of

requests to the systems; we then analyzed its ability to cope with this rate and the

response time perceived by the clients.

In real-world scenarios, the overall request rate is the result of two main factors:

the number of sensors composing the system and the rate with which they produce

observations. Di®erent kinds of sensors, in fact, can be characterized by large dif-

ferences with respect to this latter parameter: it can be expected that temperature

sensors for domotic applications report observations every few minutes whereas

gyroscopic sensors for °ying drones can produce observations every few milliseconds.

The results of the tests presented below should then be analyzed with respect to the

overall expected rate of observation produced for the speci¯c application scenario:

the ability to handle, for example, 100 requests per second with a delay of 5ms could

be applied to a scenario in which 100 sensors report an observation each second as

well as a scenario in which ¯ve sensors produce 20 observations per second.

In our test, in those cases in which logical elements are activated, we also cal-

culated the activation time, i.e. the time from the moment the client reports an

observation until the execution of the logical elements triggered by this observation

completes. The behavior of the prototype, with respect to when the control is

returned to the client, can be con¯gured in the following ways: clients can simply

report an observation that is put in a queue for later insertion in the triplestore or can

wait for the actual insertion. In these experiments the latter strategy is applied.

The ability of the system to deal with a number of clients is largely dependent on

whether they trigger the activation of logical elements, since this implies the exe-

cution of the related behavior (which often also includes the retrieval of data from

the knowledge base). For this reason, we created three di®erent test scenarios.

Scenario S1 sees the clients reporting observations that do not trigger any logical

element. In this scenario, we basically evaluate the baseline performance of the

system including the management of network requests and the adding of triples to

the triplestore.

In scenario S2, the clients report observations that trigger a logical element

with an elementary behavior. In our tests, we reported temperature observations in

Celsius degrees. They triggered the execution of logical sensors that produce

corresponding temperature observations in Fahrenheit degrees.

Scenario S3 uses logical elements with a more complex behavior: we set up an

environment containing the IR-based logical presence sensors described in Sec. 5.2; in

these experiments all clients simulate couples of IR observations leading to the ac-

tivation of the logical presence sensors and to the creation of the corresponding

ihttps://www.locust.io/.



observations (notice that this is di®erent from a real-world scenario in which it can be

expected that only a small subset of the passages recorded by the IR sensors are

about persons getting through the doors). Given the low level of optimization in Jena

and ARQ, the execution of the query describing the behavior of these logical sensors

(see Listing 9) results in a write transaction that executes in total isolation with no

concurrency. The inner select in Listing 9 analyzes all the triples of the triplestore

creating lists that are then sorted, which is a sort of worst-case scenario for the

current implementation.

Here is a brief report of our measurements for S1.

Request rate (req/s) Response time (avg, ms)

10 12

100 12

1000 13
2000 330

These results show that up to 1000 req/s the prototype responds

promptly with minimal delay. When surpassing this rate, the response time grows

rapidly.

This is the report for scenario S2. Here, we also include the activation time since

(as previously explained) the observations trigger a logical element.

Request rate (req/s) Response time (avg, ms) Activation time (avg, ms)

10 12 58
100 12 177

1000 63 709

1200 9138 958

With a higher number of clients, the response time surpasses the delay between

the requests limiting the overall rate. That means that the clients are not able to

increase the rate of their requests because they wait too long for each request they

post. In other words, the system has reached its upper performance limit.

The measurements for S3 are as follows:

Request rate (req/s) Response time (avg, ms) Activation time (avg, ms)

10 12 9
50 12 24

80 641 536

With a higher number of clients, the response time surpasses the delay between

the requests limiting the overall rate. Notice that, in this speci¯c scenario, the rel-

atively limited number of concurrent requests that the system is able to handle with

reasonable performances is mostly due to transactional contention over the triples-

tore, as witnessed by an average CPU load of a mere 32%.



7. Discussion

The proposed approach allows for declarative de¯nitions of reactive behaviors in a

bi-causally connected system. In fact, both the model of the context and that of the

system (in terms of logical sensors/actuators and their behaviors) are represented in

a semantic format (e.g. by RDF triples). This allows to change the overall behavior of

the system by only manipulating the knowledge base: at runtime new logical sensors/

actuators can be de¯ned, the behavior of the existing ones can be modi¯ed, existing

sensors/actuators can be deleted.

A further advantage of the approach is that self-adaptive behaviors can be easily

implemented by de¯ning speci¯c sensors and actuators, such as failure detectors and

recon¯gurators, as shown in Secs. 4.3 and 5.3.

As Sec. 6 shows, the bene¯ts above are obtained by slightly sacri¯cing

performance that could limit the applicability of the solution to applications with

strong real-time requirements. However, the observed response times under signi¯-

cant tra±c intensity are reasonable and acceptable for a wide class of applications

where reactions to external stimuli take place in negligible time with respect to the

response delays of the environment (e.g. brightness drops below a threshold and a

lamp is turned on, a person enters a room and a counter is incremented, a number of

people in a room reach a speci¯ed value and a media player is turned on, the per-

ceived temperature is high and a conditioning system is turned on, etc.).

Note also that there are scenarios where a large stream of data is produced in

which our prototype can still be applied; this includes the contexts in which a hi-

erarchical approach using instances of the prototypes as leaf nodes is possible (which

is usually the case for smart cities and similar circumstances).

It is also worth noting that the proposed approach could appear too much verbose

for modelers and developers who must de¯ne some complex artifacts with description

logic for modeling the system to manage. However, this problem can be easily

addressed in the future by providing supporting tools for graphical programming,

like recent tools for IoT programming, such as NodeRED.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a proposal for an extension of the SSN ontology to

support modeling of LSA, and their behaviors. The extension enables reactive

behaviors of context-aware applications by de¯ning the decision logic that exploits

sensor observations to trigger actions. The ontology is accompanied by a an archi-

tecture that supports behaviors de¯nition and the interaction with the real devices in

the physical world. A prototype of the architecture has been implemented by

using Jena, SPARQL and RESTful APIs for the interaction with the external

environment.

We discussed and validated the proposed ontology extension and the supporting

architecture with the help of an application in the domain of smart buildings for



cultural heritage. The ontology extension and the related architecture represent the

¯rst step towards the de¯nition of a more complex platform for context-awareness

able to take into account failures and adaptation policies. We plan to extend our

semantic model to include the speci¯cation of system requirements and goals [35], in

order to use these elements to guide the choice of the adaptation policy for the

reactive system. We also intend to use an approach similar to the one discussed in

[36], so as to allow designers to include in the model other kinds of information (e.g.

documentation, technical comments, versioning and change tracking, etc.).
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